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Abstract 
Baltus, C., Truncation error bounds for the composition of limit-periodic linear fractional transformations, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 46 (1993) 395-404. 
Suppose (i) {t,(w)} is a sequence of linear fractional transformations, t,(w) + t(w) = (aw + b)/(w + d), ad # b 
or a=b=O#d, where fixed points u, + u, u, + u, with I(d + u)/(d + u>l < 1, and (ii) T,(w):= 
t1 o t2 0 t, 0 . . 0 t,(w). In the first case, lim T,(w) is known to exist and be the same for all w # v; proof is 
given for the second case. The value region concept, familiar in the study of continued fractions, is employed 
to show that (T,(u)} converges faster than any other {T’(w)} and to develop bounds on the truncation error 
llim T,(u)- T’(u)/. In an example (the even and odd parts of a Gaussian continued fraction) the bounds are 
sharp and hold for small n. 
Keywords: Limit periodic iteration; continued fractions; linear fractional transformations; error bounds; fixed 
points. 
1. Introduction 
Sequences formed by the composition of linear fractional transformations (lfts) ti in the 
manner 
t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 . * * 0 t,(w) =: T,(w), n = 1, 2, 3 )...) 
have been studied extensively in the case of continued fractions 
(14 
j‘, (aj/bj) = 
b1+ 
+I+ ... =z +z +z + “‘Y ‘jZO* 
b2 
(1.2) 
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It is traditional to define the value f (in the extended complex plane) of (1.2) to be lit-n f,, 
where f,, is the nth approximant, 
fn:=Z +4 + ... +z =S,(O), 
S,(w):=s1~s2~sg~ ... T&(w), sj(w):=&. 
J 
It seems best to not imitate the traditional continued fraction definition in assigning a value 
to the infinite composition t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 - * * , especially when lim t,(w) exists. We have learned, 
first of all, that {T’(w)) is a remarkably tolerant sequence of lfts. If {tj(w>} converges to a 
hyperbolic or loxodromic lft t(w), then lim .+,7”(w) exists and is the same for any w except v, 
one of the fixed points of t(w) [12]; see also [3,4,14]. The other fixed point, u, produces the 
most rapidly convergent sequence {T’(U)] (Theorem 3.1). The same occurs when t,(w) + (0 * w 
+ O)/(w f d), d # 0 (Theorem 5.1). (Corresponding, even stronger, results about the tolerance 
of the sequence {S,(w)) associated with a convergent continued fraction (1.2) have been found 
[9].) This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. Let t,(w) = (a,w + b,)/(w + d,) + t(w) = (aw + b)/(w + d) in the sense a,, -+ a, 
b, + b, d, + d. 
If ad # b and t has fixed points u and u satisfying, 
I(d + v)/(d + u) I < 1, then T, the value of t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 . - * , is lim T,(U); 
n-m (1.3) 
if a = b = 0 #d, then T, the value of t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 * * - , is lim T,(O). 
n-m 
Note that when the infinite composition is a continued fraction, then T, defined by (1.3), is 
the value to which the continued fraction converges “generally”. Jacobsen introduced the 
concept of “general convergence” in [9]; a continued fraction that converges in the traditional 
sense converges “generally” but in some exceptional cases the converse is false. 
With the preference for the approximants T,(u), the following question comes up. How close 
is T,(u) to T, even when independent knowledge of T is not available? There is a large body of 
work on truncation error bounds for continued fractions. (See the survey in [ll], together with, 
to name only a few, [2,6,7,15].) Truncation error bounds for the composition of lfts have had 
little, and only recent, consideration [5], [lo, Lemma 3.21. In what follows, bounds on the 
truncation error I T - T, I are found. A major application, illustrated in an example, is to the 
even and odd parts of continued fractions whose elements have an alternating character. 
2. Disks mapped into disks 
Let t,(w) = (a,w + b,)/( c,w + d,) be a linear fractional transformation (lft) with finite fixed 
points u, and v,. (So c, will be assumed to equal 1.) Further, we assume t, is hyperbolic or 
loxodromic, i.e., by correctly naming the fixed points, 
K, := 
4 + vn 
4l +&I 
satisfies I K, I < 1. (2.1) 
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Then 
t,(w) = A;’ 0 Knhn(w), where 
w - Ll, 
h,(w) := ~ and h;‘(w) =u, + 
(%I - %)W 
w - v, l-w . 
(2.2) 
Let {W,};=, be a sequence of disks, W, := {w: I w I G I?,}, for a sequence of nonnegative real 
numbers {I?,). 
The first major step in this section in the establishment of conditions on {R,) under which 
K,A, O A,XW,+,) c w,. (2.3) 
By (X.9, 
h,c~A,:,(w) = 
b n+l +(u,+l-~,+I)w/(1-w)] -u, u,+1-u,+u,w--u,+1w 
[u n+l +(u,+1-u,+Jw/(l-w)] -u, = ~,+l-%+%w--u,+lw~ 
Therefore, K,A, 0 A;:,(W,+,) c W, if and only if 
14 1 k+1 -uu,+u,w-uu,+lwI ~<R,Iu,+~-u,+u,w-u,+~wI, w E K+,. 
(2.4) 
Let 
Au,:= Iu,+~-u,I and Au,:= Iv,+~-u,l. 




Therefore, (2.3) is satisfied if 
I K, I( I u,+l- u,+l I Kz+l +Au,(l +&+I)) @n( lu,+l - un+l l -‘k(l +k+,)). 
(2.6) 
If we require W,, 1 G W,, then (2.3) is satisfied if 
lK, I(lu,+* -u,z+1 lR,+du,(l+R,))~R,(Iu,+~-u,+lI-AV,(l+R,)). (2.7) 
The second major step in this section is the development of a method for finding {R,). We 
are assuming that 
a,w + b, aw+b 
t,(w) := w + d + t(w) := ___ 
n w+d ’ 
inthesensea,+a,b,,+b,d,+d,a,d,#b,,ad#b. 
Furthermore, we assume there is an integer k* such that the fixed points of t,, namely 
v,, and the fixed points of t, namely u and v, satisfy 
d+v drl + v, 
IKkl and IK,l<l,n>k*, whereK:== and K,:=---- 
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Corresponding to (2.7), when R, is replaced by Y, is the real function 
~,(Y):=A~,~*+((IK,I-~)~~,+~-U,+,I+IK,~A~,+AU,)I-+IK,(A~,. (2.10) 
With (2.81, it is evident that f,(O) = I K, I Au, + 0, f,(O) + I u - CJ I( I K I - 1) < 0, and f,‘(l) + 
I u - u I( ( K I - 1) < 0, as n --) 03. Therefore, there exists k * *, 
k**>k* /- > such that f,(r) G 0 has positive solutions when y1 > k * *. (2,lla) 
Let I-, be the least nonnegative solution of f?Jr> G 0, rz 2 k*“. Since r, --+ 0, there exists k, 
such that 
k+k*” and f,( rkO) sz 0 when yt 2 k,. (2.11b) 
We can then define 
R, := max r,, n > k,. (2.12) 
man 
Necessarily, Rntl G R,, and R, --+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
With the definitions 
T;k-l)(w) := t, 0 tk+* 0 tk+Z 0 . . - 0 t,(w), m a k 2 1, (Ti*)(w) := w) 
= h;lo I&h, 0 A& 0 I$+,&+r 0 A,& 0 . * + 0 h,lo K,&(w) 
and 
Fk) := lim TA’)( u), 
m-m 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let it,} satisfy (2.8) and (2.9) and let A,, and A;’ be defined by (2.2). Define k, 
and IR,]~,, by (2.10)~(2.12). Let 
JQ=(w: IwI -<R,}, ns=kk,. (2.13) 
Then form 2 k,, 
(i) K,A,?I O G:,(~,+,) c JY,; 
(ii> T~‘“-‘)(A;:I(Wm+l)) c-Ak,‘(Wk,); 
(iii) TAk(,- l)(u m+l) EAk,l(Wk,); 
(iv) ~~ko-‘~(A,&(~ko)) cA~,‘(W~,); 
(v) TAko- 1) (U) E h Lo’ ( Wk,) for m sufficiently large ; 
(vi) T (k~-‘)Ehk,l(W/,.J; and 
(vii) lim Ten) = U. 
n-+m 
Proof. (i) has been proved above and (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and the definition 
of T$Q-‘). A;:,(yn+,) is the disk u,+~ f (u,+r - u,+,)W,+,/(l + W,+I>; since 0 E Wm+l, 
U m+l EA;~~(W’,+~). Thus (ii) implies (iii>. By the definition of R,, (2.10)~(2.12), Rko is a 
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solution of (2.7) for any n 2 k,. 
~h;~‘(lV~~), m 2 k,. This is (iv). 
So K,h, 0 A;: I( W,,,) G Wk,, and, as above, T~‘o-“(A;: l(Wk,)) 
As m + ~0, A,:,(W,,l) + u + (U - ~)l+‘,~/(l - W,,), a disk with u in its interior. So for large 
m, u E A;il(Wk,). This, with (iv), gives (v). Then lim,,,TL’o-l)(U) =: T(ko-l) exists [12]; by (v), 
Tcko- ‘) E A,: ,( W,,). If we now let k, + ~0, then A;,‘(WkO) + U. This is (vii). ((vii) in the case of 
a continued fraction is well known [13, Satz 2.411.) 0 
3. {T,(u)} converges fastest 
Let T be defined by (1.3). The convergence of T,(W) to T is most rapid when w is replaced 
by u. Precisely, the result of the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {t,(w)} be a sequence of lfts satisfying (2.8) and (2.9) and let integer k, be 
selected satisfying (2.11). Then for any w # u, 
T(k,- “(u) _ T(‘%- 1) 
lim m T”+“(w) _ T’ko- 1) = ” rJ+m m 
(3.1) 
Proof. Let TAko-‘)(w) be written (A,w + B,)/(C,w + 0,). Then, 
T@u”(~) _ T”‘o- 1) 
m 
= T(ku-l)(W) _ T’kl)(T(m)) = ;-,“;2 _ ;m;;I;,‘; 
m 
m m m m 
(B,C, - D,A,)(T’” - w) (B,C, - D,A,)(T’” - w) 
= 
(C,w +D,)(C,T(“)+D,) = C;(w +D,,&,)(T’“‘+D,/C,) ’ if cmzo* 
(3.2) 
B,C, - D, A, # 0 since TAko- ‘) is an lft; we can also assume D,/C, # -T’“‘, as explained 
below. Therefore, when w # U, 
T(k,,-l)(u) - T(ko-l) m (T’“‘- u)(w +D,/C,) 
T(k,-l)(W) _ T&-l) = (T’“‘_w)(u +D,/C,) ’ if cmzo* 
m 
Since T(“) + u, I T(“) - w 1 is eventually bounded away from 0. Now, T(ko-“( -D,/C,) = ~0. 
By Theorem 2.1&l, T ‘k”-l)(A;:r(~k,)) GA;‘(Wk,), with Wk, defined by (2.13). Since CO 6? 
A$(Wk >, -&&, @A,!+@&,). As m + L, A;: l(Wk,) converges to the disk u + (u - 
~)l+‘,J~l - W,,), a disk with u in its interior. Since T(“) + u, we can assume DJC, # - T@“). 
Likewise, DJC, + u is bounded away from 0 and I DJC, + w I / I DJC, + u I has an upper 
bound (regarding DJC, as the variable). Since T(“) - u + 0 as m + m, (3.1) follows. In case 
c, = 0, 
T(k,-1)(u) _ T(k,-l) m T(m) _ u 
‘jr(k,-l)(W) _ T(k,-1) = T’“) _ w + ‘, as m -+ w’ q 
m 
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4. Truncation error bounds 
Theorem 4.1. Let {t,(w)} be a sequence of lfts satisfying (2.8) and (2.9), with integer k, satisfying 
(2.111, and with (R,) defined by (2.12). Then 
IT(ko-l)-~(< u-uk,-(uk,-uk )R:” + ’ uk, - vk, ’ Rko o 1-R’ ~ =: Rad(k,). ku 1-R;” 
(4.1) 
If TkI1_,(w) is expressed us (Aw + B)/(Cw + D), then 
1 AD - BC I Rad( k,) 
‘T-T’o_l(u)’ ’ IC*(D/C+u)I( ID/C+u( -Rad(k,))’ 
provided the denominator is positive. (Tk,_l is defined by (l.l).) 
(4.2) 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1(G), T (kO-l) E h$(W, >. h;‘(w, ) is the disk uk, + (Uk, - vk,)Wk,/(l - 
wk,>. This disk has center uk, + (uk, - u,~>R~~/(~ “- Ri:) and radius 1 uk, - uk, 1 RkO/(l -R&j. 
Formula (4.1) follows directly. For (4.2) we begin with formula (3.2). The substitution Tk,_l(~) 
- T in place of Tikll- l)(w) - Tcko- ‘) gives 
Tk,,_l(u) _ T = PC - D4Vko-l) - 4 
C2(D/C + T (ko-l))( D/C + u) . (4.3) 
NOW 1 Tcko-l) - u 1 < Rad(k,) and ) D/C + T(k~-l) 1 = 1 D/C + u + (Tckoel) - u) 1 2 1 D/C + 
u 1 - Rad(k,). Substitution into (4.3) gives (4.2). •I 
Note 4.2. If T = Tk$Tck~~-‘)) = 03, then T (k~-l) = -D/C and the denominator of (4.2) is never 
positive. 
Note 4.3. In case C is 0, an alternate bound can be derived as in (3.2): 
I A JR=&) 
ITk,&+~~ < D . 
Note 4.4. In the case that the infinite composition is a continued fraction converging to a finite 
value, ) D,JC, + u I is known to be eventually bounded away from 0 [1,2,8]. 
5Thecase t,(w)+(O*w+O)/(w+d), d#O 
Continued fractions K(g,/l), g, -+ 0, along with their even and odd parts, are the composi- 
tion of lfts 
u,w + b, 
t,(w)= w+d ’ a,, -+ 0, b, + 0, d, -+ d # 0. 
n 
(5.1) 
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The following theorem says that the conclusions of Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 hold in this case 
also. 
Theorem 5.1. Let {t,(w)} be a sequence of linear fractional transformations satisfying (5.1), with 
fixed points u, and u, named so that 1 K, I G 1. Then u := limn,,u, = 0, v := lim,,,v, = -d, 
and lim ,,+J,=O. 
Moreover, with k,, (R,& and {W,}FO defined by (2.9)-(2.13), 
(A) lim n ~ ,T,( w> exists (definition (1.1)) and is the same for all w # - d; and 
(B) the conclusions of Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 hold. 
Proof. The fixed points of t, are +(a, - d,) f {<+<a, - d,>>2 + b,}lj2 + - id + id. Therefore, 
4 + vn d-d 
K, = 
dll + u, 
+ - = 0 
d+O 
and Au, -+ 0, Au, -+ 0. 
Now we develop conditions under which 
K,A, 0 A;i,(W,+,) G IV,, when R,+l > 1 and 0 <R, < 1. (5 *2) 
As developed above, (5.2) holds if (2.6) is satisfied. Since ) u,+~ - vntl ) + ) d ) + 0, K, + 0, 
Au, + 0 and Au, + 0, examination of (2.6) leads to the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let y > 1 be a (Zarge) positive number and x < 1 be a (small) positive number and 
let (t,(w)} be given satisfying (5.1). Then for n sufficiently large, K,A, 0 A,:,(W,+ 1> G W, when 
R n+l =y and R, =x. 
To prove (A), we first observe that the arguments for statements (i>-(iv) of Theorem 2.1 
apply here, so T, (k~-l)(A;~,(W’k,j)) cA;~‘(JV, 1, m ah,; we can assume R, < 1. Let w be a 
complex number, w # -d. Since v, + -d, ihere is an integer N and y >“l such that when 
n >N, then I Kn+lAn+l (w) l < y. By Lemma 5.2, there is an N *, N * > N and N * > k,, such 
that n 2 N * implies K,h, 0 A;i,(W,+ 1> c I+‘,+ when R,, 1 = y. Then, for n > N *, 
T,‘k,o,-l)(w) = Tn(k4_1)(A,10K,A,~A,-:10 K,+IA,+l(w)) 
E T,(:~l;‘)(A,’ 0 K,A, 0 A,j,(W,+,)) c T~~~l;“(A,‘(WkI,)). (5.3) 
Now let n + 1 in (5.3) be replaced by m > n + 1. Then 
TCk”-‘)(w) E T~!!,“(A,‘,(Wko)) m 
= T,‘k,T1)(A,l o( KnA, o A,$) o (Kn+lAn+l o A,:,) 
0 ... o(K~_~A~_~DA~~~)(W~,)). 
Each KjAj 0 A,:+‘,(w) maps Wk, into itself and has derivative 
C”j+l - ‘j+l)C”j - ‘j> 
Kj,~uj+l_vj~_(vj+l_v.)W]2 =K’,d-:.w,2 =Ki’ for WEWkO’ 
J 
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Since IK; I +O as j-m, (K,A,~A,:,)~(K,+,A,+,oA,-:~)~ a-- o(Km_2hm_20hmll)(~~") 
shrinks as m + ~0 to a point, the point 
lim K,h,~7"~,(A;~,(O))= lim Knhn~T$"'z(u,_,). 
m-m m+Q= 
This is true for any w # -d. 
This establishes (A) of Theorem 5.1. (B) now follows since, with (A), all the previous 
arguments establishing Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 hold for the case (5.1). q 
6. Example 
The binomial function f(z) := (1 + z)” has continued fraction representation, when (Y is a 
noninteger complex number, 
+ . . . . (64 
“The continued fraction converges and represents a single-valued branch of the analytic 
function (1 + z)” throughout the cut z-plane with cut along the real axis from - 1 to -co.” [ll, 
p.2021. In the open unit disk, it converges to the value of the hypergeometric function 
&(-a, 1; 1; -z). 
The elements a, of the continued fraction (6.1) converge to $z, u = - i + (fz + i)‘12, 
c’= -;-(+z+,) . ’ 1/2 The alternating character of the elements suggests that the even and odd 
parts of the continued fraction will more readily lend themselves to truncation error bounds 
than the continued fraction formed with the usual sequence of lfts. Here K(a,/l) = 
s, 0 s2 0 s3 0 *. . ) s,(w) = a,/(1 + w) with modified approximants S,(u) = slo s20 s30 - . . 0 s,(u). 
The even part is t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 . . . , t,(w) := s~,,_~ 0 s2m (w), with approximants T’(u) = S,,(u), 
and the odd part is s1 0 t, 0 t, 0 t, 0 . . * , t,(w) := s2m_2 0 s~,,_~(w), with approximants T,(U) = 
s &+1(U). 
The sharpest known bounds - which are also simpler - based on the usual continued 
fraction use a sequence of disks introduced in [6,7]; the formulas were later developed in [1,2]. 
These bounds appear in Table 1 as JBJ bounds; they follow [2, formulas (3.3) and (3.2111. In the 
case 2 = 2 + 2i, a = 2 + i, I a, - fz ) is small enough that the JBJ bound on I S,(u) -f 1, 
f=f(z>, applies only when y1 2 19. On the other hand, the bound (4.2), (4.1) developed here for 
the even and odd parts of continued fraction (6.1) applies when IZ > 5 and is sharper. 
Bound (4.2) in the table (which uses (4.1)) and the value R, (2.12) in the table are based on 
the even part of continued fraction (6.1) when y1 is even and on the odd part when YE is odd. 
The error ( f-f,, ) resulting from the traditional approximant is also given to illustrate the 
acceleration that S,(U) gives. Here is a summary of the formulas used. 
The continued fraction (6.1) is K(a,/l) = (1 + zjcu, 
a, = 1, a2 = ( --LY)~, 
m(m + Ly)z m(m - (Y)z 
a2m+l = 
2m(2m - 1) ’ a2m+2 = 2m(2m + 1) ’ 
m>l. 
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Table 1 
The continued fraction (6.1) representing f(z) = (1 + zI” when z = 2 + 2i, a = 2 + i 
n m If-f, I If -S,b)I Bound (4.2) R, (2.12) JBJ bound [2] 
=If-T,(u)1 on If-T,(u)1 
5 3 1.49 4.05 6.08 0.893.10-’ 
10 5 0.138.10-1 0.514.10-2 0.869.10-2 0.544.10-2 
15 8 0.247.10-4 0.145.10-4 0.152.10-4 0.166.10-2 
20 10 0.163.10-6 0.376.10-’ 0.465.10-’ 0.140.10-2 
25 13 0.496.10-” 0.146.10-9 0.151’10-” 0.700~10-” 
30 15 0.299.10-” 0.495.10-‘2 0.567. lo- ‘* 0.618.10-s 
35 18 0.107.10-‘3 0.209. lo- l4 0.215.10-‘4 0.380~10-” 
40 20 0.610.10-‘6 0.788.10-” 0.870.10 - ” 0.345.10-s 
45 23 0.235.10-‘s 0.344 lo- lY 0.352.10-” 0.238.10-3 







0.278.10 - l4 
0.104. lo-l6 
0.432.10-‘” 
For the even part (n = 2m), 
t,(w) = * +&I = “;;I; ‘+“a:,,1 
and 
(1 +%J +&I -9, 
Km = (1+ %m) +Pm + 4, ’ 
where p, := ~(LQ,,_~ - u2,,, - l), q, := 
and 
(1 +%T-1) +%I -4, 
Km= (l+u 2m-1) +Pm +qm ’ 
where pm := ;(u~,,_~ - u~,,_~ - l), q, := /+. For all m, U, = p, + q, and U, = p, 
- qm. R, is the lesser solution of f,(y) = 0 (defined by (2.10); definitions (2.5) are used). 
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